"I think it’s outrages that a Whistleblower is a CIA Agent." Ed Rollins @FoxNews
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JΛΚΣ @USMCLiberal · Oct 4
Replying to @realDonaldTrump @FoxNews
I’m not surprised that you’d see that as an outrage.
Since you hate the men and women who work to thwart the plans of your friend, Putin.

Francis Banancis @Headfullofnigh1 · Oct 4
I’m not surprised that he misspelled something (again).

St. Nick Jack Pappas @Pappiness · Oct 4
Replying to @realDonaldTrump @FoxNews
Trump: "There's a deep state that hides the corruption in the government!"
Also Trump: "I can’t believe someone would expose corruption in the government!"

St. Nick Jack Pappas @Pappiness · Oct 4
The real outrage is that more people who know what the occupant of the White House has done haven't come forward.